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Bright, long-lived and coherent excitons in carbon
nanotube quantum dots
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Carbon nanotubes exhibit a wealth of unique physical properties. By virtue of their exceptionally low mass and extreme stiffness they provide ultrahigh-quality mechanical resonances1,
promise long electron spin coherence times in a nuclear-spin
free lattice2,3 for quantum information processing and
spintronics, and feature unprecedented tunability of optical
transitions4,5 for optoelectronic applications6. Excitons in
semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes7,8 could
facilitate the upconversion of spin9, mechanical10 or hybrid
spin–mechanical11 degrees of freedom to optical frequencies
for efﬁcient manipulation and detection. However, successful
implementation of such schemes with carbon nanotubes has
been impeded by rapid exciton decoherence at non-radiative
quenching sites12, environmental dephasing13 and emission
intermittence14. Here we demonstrate that these limitations
may be overcome by exciton localization in suspended carbon
nanotubes. For excitons localized in nanotube quantum dots
we found narrow optical lines free of spectral wandering,
radiative exciton lifetimes15–17 and effectively suppressed
blinking. Our ﬁndings identify the great potential of localized
excitons for efﬁcient and spectrally precise interfacing of
photons, phonons and spins in novel carbon nanotube-based
quantum devices.
All-surface excitons in single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
are highly mobile at room temperature and thus exhibit high sensitivity to both the interior and exterior dielectric environments on
length scales that far exceed the exciton Bohr radius18,19. On the
one hand, this is very attractive for CNT-based applications in
optical sensing, but on the other hand, it renders CNT excitons susceptible to extrinsic perturbations. It has been shown in recent
transport experiments that extrinsic effects can be successfully suppressed in as-grown suspended CNTs20. We have adopted this
approach for our optical studies and fabricated samples with suspended wide-bandgap CNTs using chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) (see Supplementary Section S1.1 for details on the sample
design and fabrication methods). The scanning electron micrographs and schematics in Fig. 1a,b show representative images of
our CVD-grown CNTs: Individual nanotubes fully suspended
over dielectric craters (Si3N4 coated with SiO2; diameter, 2 mm) as
well as CNTs with short suspended segments at the perimeter of
the crater were found homogeneously distributed over the sample
(see Supplementary Fig. S1 for the sample layout).
A confocal raster-scan reﬂection image and photoluminescence
map of a representative crater are shown in Fig. 1c,d, respectively.
Although intense photoluminescence was detected from the inner
part of the crater, its outer rim exhibited only a faint photoluminescence signal (see Supplementary Fig. S2 for other examples). The

photoluminescence intensity displayed a pronounced antenna
effect (Supplementary Fig. S3) characteristic of individual CNTs21.
The spectral dispersion of the luminescence revealed a remarkably
narrow emission line (Fig. 1e) centred at 1.36 eV. This feature of a
resolution-limited linewidth (40 meV spectral resolution) was
consistently observed for all CNTs detected in the emission
window 1.30–1.45 eV (representative photoluminescence spectra
are presented in Fig. 1g). The spread in emission energies is
related to the different chiralities present in our CVD material,
with a mean diameter of kdl = 0.9 nm (Fig. 1f ) and, for CNTs of
the same chirality, is related to dissimilarities in exciton conﬁnement. These dissimilarities could also be responsible for tube-totube variations in the photoluminescence excitation spectra
(Supplementary Fig. S6). Ideal CNTs of ﬁve different chiralities,
namely (7,0), (6,2), (6,4), (8,3) and (9,1), are expected to emit into
the spectral window of Fig. 1g (Supplementary Figs S4 and S5
show photoluminescence data at different temperatures).
Narrow optical linewidths are unusual for CNTs, even at
cryogenic temperatures22–24. For reference we studied as-grown
nanotubes in contact with SiO2 as well as commercial micelleencapsulated CoMoCAT-nanotubes dispersed on SiO2 (see
Supplementary Section S1.1 for sample details). Under similar
experimental conditions, CoMoCAT-nanotubes typically exhibited
asymmetric photoluminescence proﬁles23–25 with linewidths of
1 meV (Fig. 2a), one order of magnitude broader than our
CVD-grown nanotubes in 1 s integration time (Fig. 2b,c). On
longer experimental timescales, the linewidth of the time-averaged
photoluminescence broadened even further for reference CNTs
(spectra in Fig. 2g,h); suspended CNTs, however, showed no
change in the emission proﬁle, irrespective of the integration time
(effective integration time of 100 s in Fig. 2i and up to several
days of observation). The photoluminescence time traces in
Fig. 2d–f reveal that spectral wandering is responsible for the broadening of the optical linewidth on a meV energy scale, in accord with
previous reports23,24,26. At the same time, it also accounts for the
apparent ﬁne structure22,26 and, to some extent, for the asymmetry
in the spectral proﬁle (histograms in Fig. 2g–i). An initially
narrow spectrum of a CVD-nanotube in contact with SiO2
(Fig. 2b) (corresponding to time-averaging of the photoluminescence trace in Fig. 2e) developed, in the course of integration, an
asymmetric peak accompanied by a satellite (Fig. 2h). For suspended CNTs, such detrimental features as spectral wandering
were not observed (Fig. 2c,f,i).
In striking contrast to previous reports, we found, for all suspended tubes, decay times on the scale of nanoseconds, one order
of magnitude longer than for the CoMoCAT reference material
(red versus black circles in Fig. 3b). A photoluminescence decay
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Figure 1 | Basic characteristics of as-grown suspended carbon nanotubes. a,b, Scanning electron micrographs and cross-section schematics of a carbon
nanotube entirely suspended over a SiO2 crater (a, depth, 200 nm) and partially pinned to the crater base (b). c–e, False-colour maps recorded in reﬂection (c)
and photoluminescence (d) for a single carbon nanotube with a sharp emission spectrum (e). Dashed white circles in c and d indicate the perimeter of the
crater. Scale bars in a–d, 500 nm. f, Nanotube diameter distribution acquired by atomic force microscopy yields an average diameter of kdl = 0.9 nm.
g, Exemplary photoluminescence spectra in the energy range 1.30–1.45 eV are represented in different colours, all exhibiting resolution-limited linewidths
of 40 meV at 4.2 K.
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Figure 2 | Role of spectral ﬂuctuations in the photoluminescence lineshape. a–c, Photoluminescence spectra measured in 1 s for a commercial micelleencapsulated CoMoCAT-nanotube on SiO2 (a), a single as-grown nanotube on SiO2 (b), and a single as-grown nanotube suspended over a SiO2 crater (c).
d–f, Corresponding time traces of successive photoluminescence spectra with 1 s integration time in false-colour representation. g–i, Histograms of the
position of the maximum photoluminescence (red bars) and time-averaged photoluminescence intensity (black spectra) derived from the respective time
traces are shown as a function of the spectral shift. All spectra were measured at 4.2 K.

trace for a single CNT with a monoexponential decay time of 3.35 ns
is shown in Fig. 3a. Previous room-temperature experiments determined both monoexponential and biexponential decays depending
on material quality, with photoluminescence decay times of the
order of tens of picoseconds27. Similar results were obtained at
low temperatures28. The discrepancy between the 10–100 ps photoluminescence lifetimes observed experimentally and the radiative
exciton lifetimes of 1–10 ns predicted by theory15–17 is attributed
to rapid non-radiative decay of mobile excitons encountering
quenching sites29.
The long photoluminescence lifetimes in our suspended nanotubes indicate that excitons are protected by localization from exploring photoluminescence quenching sites. Photoluminescence lifetimes
on the scale of nanoseconds are in agreement with the radiative

lifetimes estimated for excitons with coherence lengths in the range
between the exciton Bohr radius of 1.2 nm in narrow-diameter
CNTs30 and the optical wavelength, as depicted by solid lines in
Fig. 3b (see Supplementary Section S2.1 for an estimate of the intrinsic exciton lifetimes). Moreover, localization is also responsible for
narrow emission proﬁles by inhibiting diffusive exploration of inhomogeneities along the tube axis that would give rise to line broadening via dephasing. Taking the resolution limit of our spectrometer as a
conservative value for the total linewidth, we arrive at 15 ps for the
lower bound to the exciton coherence time in CNTs at 4.2 K.
Further support for exciton localization is presented in Fig. 4. In
the time-resolved photoluminescence measurements we found no
evidence for the exciton–exciton annihilation that is typically
responsible for saturation effects in the emission of mobile CNT
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Figure 4 | Photoluminescence saturation and second-order coherence.
a, Photoluminescence lifetime (upper panel; error bars, 300 ps temporal
resolution of single photon counting) and saturation (lower panel) of the
CNT in Fig. 3a are shown as a function of laser intensity (in red; saturation
data are shown in black and grey for representative CoMoCAT- and asgrown nanotubes on SiO2 , respectively). The solid line depicts the saturation
response of a three-level system ﬁtted to the data. b, Upper panel:
normalized second-order photon correlation function g (2)(t ) for the same
nanotube under pulsed (black) and continuous-wave (grey) excitation. The
pronounced antibunching at zero time delay is not accompanied by bunching
as in the case of a CoMoCAT-nanotube on SiO2 (shown in the lower panel)
(tPL ¼ 3.35 ns, g (2)(0) ¼ 0.3, and ton ¼ 340 ns, toff ¼ 160 ns were used to
model the antibunching and bunching responses shown as red solid lines in
the upper and lower panels, respectively). The absence of bunching is a
hallmark of suppressed emission intermittence in suspended nanotubes.

excitons31. Despite photoluminescence saturation for excitation
intensities above 5 kW cm22 (Fig. 4a, lower panel), the monoexponential photoluminescence lifetime remained constant without signatures of an emerging Auger-mediated rapid secondary decay,
even for the highest laser powers (Fig. 4a, upper panel). At the
same time, photon correlation results with pronounced antibunching both under continuous-wave and pulsed excitation (Fig. 4b,
upper panel) rule out multiexciton emission. Instead, the saturation
behaviour is consistent with the response of a three-level system, as
indicated by the solid line in Fig. 4a (see Supplementary Section S2.2
504

for model details). This implies the successful suppression of nonradiative photoluminescence quenching29 and emission intermittence14, as well as ineffective shelving into lowest-lying long-lived
dark states16,17, rendering localized excitons in suspended CNTs
intrinsically bright. The orders of magnitude higher values of saturated photoluminescence intensities as compared to reference
CoMoCAT- and CVD-nanotubes on substrate (Fig. 4a, lower
panel), together with the missing signatures of photon bunching
associated with photoluminescence intermittence (Fig. 4b, see
Supplementary Section S2.3), are strong indications for a
signiﬁcant increase in the quantum yield of localized excitons
in suspended CNTs.
Our results establish bright, long-lived and coherent quantum
dot excitons as a new regime of CNT optics. Exciton localization
emerged naturally in our as-grown suspended CNTs, and the underlying microscopic origin is currently unknown. Analogous to colour
defects in bulk crystalline solids with discrete optical spectra, luminescent structural defects may constitute a class of quantum dots in
semiconducting CNTs. Another candidate for accidental exciton
trap formation would be a proximal charge impurity32. However,
there is no fundamental reason that precludes quantum dot formation by design: electrostatic traps are commonly used in CNT
transport experiments to deﬁne and vary the localization of electrons or holes, a strategy also applicable to neutral excitons10.
Chemical functionalization of the nanotube or its structural modiﬁcation on the atomic scale, as used to assemble designer graphene
ﬂakes33, are among alternative strategies to control the position and
extent of exciton localization in CNTs.
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Figure 3 | Photoluminescence decay times. a, Monoexponential
photoluminescence decay of an individual suspended as-grown nanotube at
4.2 K with a decay time of tPL ¼ 3.35 ns. b, The photoluminescence lifetimes
of suspended nanotubes are in the range 1–5 ns (red circles), one order of
magnitude longer than for surfactant-encapsulated CoMoCAT-nanotubes on
SiO2 (black circles, the low-energy range was inaccessible for the streak
camera). Limits of the radiative lifetime of excitons localized within their
Bohr radius and free excitons are represented by the upper and lower grey
lines, respectively.
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